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Civilization 6 district cheat sheet 2020 form printable

Home Productivity Software Google Workspace Get to know Google Workspace Do you need to make a quiz, survey, registration form, order form or other web page that gathers feedback from co-workers, customers, or others? However, this district is not a generator of any primary yields like Faith, Gold, Science, etc. The Factory and Power Plant
buildings extend the industrial zone’s bonuses to all cities within 6 tiles, so keep that in mind when choosing where to build this district.Unlocks with Technology: ApprenticeshipReplaced by Hansa (Germany)+1 Great Engineer point per turn+1 Production from each adjacent Mine, Quarry, every 2 adjacent district tiles+2 Production per citizenTrade
yields: +1 Production (international and domestic)BuildingsWorkshopUnlocks with Technology: Apprenticeship+2 Production+1 Citizen slot+1 Great Engineer point per turnMaintenance Cost: 1 goldFactoryUnlocks with Technology: IndustrializationRequires: WorkshopReplaced by Electronics Factory (Japan)Bonus extends to all cities within 6
tiles+3 Production+1 Citizen slot+1 Great Engineer point per turnMaintenance cost: 2 goldPower PlantUnlocks with Technology: ElectricityRequires: FactoryBonus extends to each city center within 6 tiles+4 production+1 Citizen slot+1 Great Engineer point per turnMaintenance cost: 3 goldNeighborhoodThe Neighborhood unlocks with Civic:
Urbanization and is replaced by the Mbanza (The Kongo). As players will see, it is divided into two sections, with the top section indicating adjacency bonuses and the bottom highlighting any building restrictions, both of which are very useful in determining the best layouts for Districts in Civ 6. Campuses in as many cities as possible ensure that your
Science Victory is possible, but protect your Campuses (and Spaceports) with Spies to prevent crushing late-game sabotages.Unlocks with Technology: Writing+1 Great Scientist point per turn+1 Science from each adjacent Mountain on Grassland, Plains, Desert, Tundra and Snow tiles+1 Science from every 2 adjacent Rainforest tiles+1 Science from
every 2 adjacent District tiles+2 Science per citizenDomestic trade yield: +1 FoodInternational trade yield: +1 ScienceBuildingsLibraryUnlocks with Technology: WritingMaintenance cost: 1 gold+2 Science+1 citizen slot+1 Great Scientist point per turnUniversityUnlocks with Technology: EducationReplaced by Madrasa (Arabia)Requires:
LibraryMaintenance cost: 2 gold+4 Science+1 Housing+1 Citizen slot+1 Great Scientist point per turnResearch LabUnlocks with Technology: ChemistryRequires: UniversityMaintenance cost: 3 gold+5 Science+1 Citizen slot+1 Great Scientist point per turnCommercial HubCommercial Hubs help generate cash flow, not only adding a trade route but
with adjacency bonuses for being near a river or Harbor. Its buildings add experience and slots for your air units. Science lets you move through the Technology tree, keeping ahead of your competitors and enabling you to easily crush them in case of any surprise war. The number under World Ranking > Tourism is how many international tourists
you have attracted (by pulling them away from whatever wonders they have in their home country with your superior attractions). Civilization 6 is available for iOS, Linux, Nintendo Switch, PC, PlayStation 4, and Xbox One. If you don’t have many luxury resources and can’t trade for them, you’ll need to construct these in your unhappiest cities. It
provides housing based on Appeal of the tile, as follows:Breathtaking, +6 HousingCharming, +5 HousingAverage, +4 HousingUninviting, +3 HousingDisgusting, +2 HousingDon’t waste the Neighborhood’s big Housing bonus on anything less than a Charming tile! It takes up a whole tile that could be taken up by almost anything else. If you see a
great location nearby, but do not yet own it, you can purchase the tile from within the lens, and then start construction of the district.It’s end. Feel free to contribute the topic. Check out this Civilization 6 district cheat sheet to learn everything you need to know about districts. AerodromeThe Aerodrome is necessary to keep an edge in late-game
warfare. Now, William enjoys playing Super Mario Maker 2 on the Switch with his daughter and finding time to sneak in the newest From Software game when possible. Click on the district to order the city to begin construction, which opens the district placement lens. This means that players should plan to build each of these Districts in triangular
formations with two others in order to maximize their production. Fortunately, one industrious Civilization 6 fan has made a Districts cheat sheet, which will make it much easier for players to setup the best District layouts. Upon graduating from the University of Southern California’s School of Cinematic Arts, William entered the realm of fine arts
administration, assisting curators, artists, and fine art professionals with the realization of contemporary art exhibitions. It’s integrated with Google Drive to store your forms in the cloud.Anyone with a Google account can use Forms for free. Here, you will be given an overview of the different yield outcomes available on the Tiles surrounding your
City Center so you can better make a decision about where to place your new district. The map is more important than ever as you are faced with important strategic placement decisions. With Civic: Rapid Deployment, airports let you airlift land units, a lifesaver that spares you the endless trudge across the sea. This Civilization 6 Districts cheat
sheet comes from Reddit user anonxanemone, and it is up-to-date through the Gathering Storm expansion. However, with so many different Districts in Civ 6, it can be hard to keep track of all of the relevant adjacency bonuses and building requirements. This would then give then the player two adjacent Districts, and they could now plan to add a
Government Plaza to complete a triangle and boost the adjacency bonuses of both the Holy Site and Campus. I hope “Civilization 6 District Cheat Sheet” helps you. They can also see that Campuses receive an adjacency bonus from Mountains, so perhaps it makes sense to place one of those next to a Holy Site that is along a Mountain range. This
guide takes you through the basics of designing a form, deploying it online, and viewing the responses it gathers.Share this story: G Suite administrators, we hope you’ll pass this guide on to your users to help them get up to speed with Google Forms. This interest reached a height with MMORPGs like Asheron’s Call 2, Star Wars Galaxies, and World
of Warcraft, on which William spent considerable time up until college. Don’t forget to check out our other Civ 6 guides: Unlocked with Technology: FlightAllows you to build and store aircraftCannot be built on hillsBuildingsHangarUnlocked with Technology: FlightMaintenance cost: 1 gold+25% combat experience for air units trained in this city+2
air unit slots in Aerodrome district+2 productionAirportUnlocked with Technology: Advanced FlightMaintenance cost: 2 goldRequires: Hangar+50% combat experience for air units trained in this city+2 air unit slots in Aerodrome districtUnlocked with Civic: Rapid Deployment: Allows ability to airlift land units between Aerodrome districts with
Airports+3 ProductionAqueductUnlocked with Technology: EngineeringReplaced by Bath (Rome)No maintenance costMust be adjacent to City Center as well as River, Lake, Oasis or MountainCities without fresh water get up to 6 housingCities with fresh water will get +2 housingCampusThe campus generates science and Great Scientist points.
Want to know everything about district yields, adjacency bonuses and buildings without having to check the Civopedia? MORE: Civilization 6: 5 Tips and Tricks to Improve Your Game Why Modern Warfare 2 Will Likely Be the Last Time PlayStation Gamers Get Exclusive CoD Content William Parks (2144 Articles Published) William Parks is an editor
at Game Rant with a background in visual arts. Feel free to let us know in the comments section below. The Zoo and Stadium buildings extend their bonuses to city centers within 6 tiles, just like the Industrial Zone district, so a central city is a good bet.Unlocks with Civic: Games and RecreationReplaced by: Street Carnival (Brazil)+1 Amenity from
entertainmentTrade yields: +1 Food (both domestic and international)BuildingsArenaUnlocks with Civic: Games and Recreation+1 Amenity from entertainmentReplaced by Tlachtli (Aztec)Maintenance cost: 1 goldZooUnlocks with Civic: Natural HistoryRequires: ArenaBonus extends to each city center within 6 tiles+1 Amenity from
entertainmentMaintenance cost: 2 goldStadiumUnlocks with Civic: Professional SportsRequires: ZooBonus extends to each city center within 6 tiles+2 Amenities from entertainmentMaintenance cost: 3 goldHarborThe Harbor can boost your city’s production, your navy and even your economic prospects. Hover over the tile to see its
Appeal.SpaceportRequired for the Science Victory projects (see our Science Victory guide here). It’s also available as part of G Suite, Google's subscription-based collection of online office apps for business and enterprise customers that includes Google Docs, Sheets, Slides, Gmail, and more. Unlocks with Technology: Rocketry.Theater SquareTheater
Squares generate culture and Great Writer/Artist/Musician points. i.imgur.com/roUW0R...Page 2i.imgur.com/roUW0R... All the while, William’s passion for games remained. More From William Parks Confused about districts in Civ 6? So too, an interest in Magic: The Gathering has persisted since William’s youth, and he can frequently be found
watching Magic streams on Twitch and reading over the latest set spoilers. William’s first console was the NES, but when he was eight, it was The Legend of Zelda: Link’s Awakening on Game Boy that fully cemented his interest in the format. Each turn, you gain tourists based on your tourism. If so, you can design and deploy it right from your web
browser with Google Forms. Otherwise, distracting rebels will spawn, pillaging your improvements and otherwise causing a ruckus. Campuses and Holy Sites alike receive special yield boosts from placement near Mountains, but only the former also benefits from a nearby source of Rainforests.Civilization 6 District Cheat SheetA guide to where you
should build your districts for your cities for the best productivity.Click to enlarge.Building DistrictsWhen a city is ready to construct a new item, the city’s “Production Menu” will appear. When on the Culture win screen, you can even see exactly what parts of your empire are currently enjoying international tourists.Here’s the details for the Theater
Square:Unlocks with Civic: Drama & PoetryReplaced by Acropolis ( The Greeks )+1 Great Writer Points+1 Great Artist Points+1 Great Musician Points+2 Culture per citizen+1 Culture from each adjacent Wonder+1 Culture for each 2 adjacent DistrictsDomestic Trade Yield: +1 FoodInternational Trade Yield: +1
CultureBuildingsAmphitheaterUnlocks with Civic: Drama & PoetryMaintenance cost: 1 gold+2 Culture+1 Citizen slot (for Specialist)+1 Great Writer point per turn+1 Great Work of Writing slotArt Museum (mutually exclusive with Archaeological Museum)Unlocks with Civic: HumanismRequires AmphitheaterMaintenance cost: 2 gold+2 Culture+1
Citizen slot+1 Great Writer point per turn+2 Great Artist point per turn+3 Great Works of Art slotsArchaeological Museum (mutually exclusive with Art Museum)Unlocks with Civic: HumanismRequires AmphitheaterMaintenance cost: 2 gold+2 Culture+1 Citizen slot+1 Great Writer point per turn+2 Great Artist point per turn+3 Artifact
SlotsBroadcast CenterUnlocks with Technology: RadioRequires Art Museum or Archaeological MuseumMaintenance cost: 3 goldReplaced by Film Studio (America)+4 Culture+1 Citizen slot+1 Great Artist point per turn+2 Great Musician points per turn+1 Great Work of Music slotGot any other questions about the districts and buildings in Civ 6 ?
Circuses and bread, right? Make sure to keep line-of-sight with a chain of ships if you’re worried about enemy civs plundering your trade routes or harassing your scouts and settlers as they cross the sea.Unlocked with Technology: Celestial NavigationMust be built on Coast or Lake adjacent to landRemoves Movement penalty for embarking and
disembarkingReplaced by: Royal Navy Dockyard (England)+1 Trade Route capacity+1 Great Admiral point per turn+1 Gold from every 2 adjacent district tiles+1 Gold from each adjacent coastal resource+2 Gold/+1 Science per citizenDomestic Trade Yield: +1 ProductionInternational Trade Yield: +3 GoldBuildingsLighthouseUnlocked with
Technology: Celestial Navigation+25% Combat Experience for all naval units trained in this city+1 Food, Gold, Housing, Citizen slot and Great Admiral point per turnShipyardUnlocked with Technology: Mass ProductionRequires: LighthouseMaintenance cost: 2 gold+25% combat experience for all naval units trained in this cityBonus production equal
to adjacency bonus of Harbor district+1 Citizen slot+1 Great Admiral point per turnSeaportUnlocked with Technology: ElectricityRequires: ShipyardFaster Fleet and Armada training25% combat experience for naval units trained in this city+2 Gold, Food+1 Housing, citizen slot, Great Admiral point per turnHoly SiteHoly Sites generate faith and
Great Prophet points. Indeed, planning in this way will help players arrive at the best District layouts in Civilization 6 based on the map that they are given. Forms is lesser known than Google's other productivity apps, but it's a useful tool to know how to use. Commercial Hubs and Harbors go hand-in-hand, so never miss an opportunity to pair these

districts up for powerful gold bonuses.Unlocks with Technology: Currency+1 trade route+1 Great Merchant point per turn+2 gold for adjacent river or Harbor+1 gold from every 2 adjacent district tiles+4 gold per citizenDomestic trade yield: +1 productionInternational trade yield: +3 goldBuildingsMarketUnlocks with Technology: Currency+3
gold+1 citizen slot+1 great merchant point per turnBankUnlocks with Technology: BankingRequires: Market+5 gold+1 Citizen slot+1 Great Merchant point per turnStock ExchangeUnlocks with Technology: EconomicsRequires: Bank+7 gold+1 Citizen slot+1 Great Merchant point per turnEntertainment ComplexThe Entertainment Complex
increases Amenities (the source of happiness) in your cities. Civilization VI: Gathering Storm District Cheat Sheet from civ For fans that need some help determining exactly how to employ the information provided by this Civilization 6 District cheat sheet, the first step is identifying a District that is of interest. For example, if a player is planning for
their first Civ 6 District to be a Holy Site, they can find it on this cheat sheet and know that it is best to place it next to Natural Wonders, Mountain, and Wood tiles. Culture expands your city borders and pushes you through the Civics tree, allowing you to unlock new Policies and Governments. 7 inconvenient truths about the hybrid work trend Games
» Civilizations 6 » Civ 6 District Adjacency Bonus Cheat Sheet Guideby anonxanemoneAugust Update introduces a new major adjacency bonus for the Theater Square from Entertainment Complex and Water Park so here is a diagram summarizing all the adjacencies! (Valid with the Gathering Storm expansion, click to zoom)The District Guide for
Vanilla (no expansion): Buildings are no longer trapped in your City Center, but may sprawl across your territory as part of Districts. In later eras, the Theater Square and its associated Great Works will provide the kind of Tourism that will help you win a Culture Victory (more on winning a Culture Victory here).Note: the number on the top bar next
to the suitcase is how much tourism you are generating per turn. If you have also comments or suggestions, comment us.More of this sort of thing:Sid Meier’s Civilization VI – Tips and Tricks for BeginnersSid Meier’s Civilization VI CheatsCivilization 6 PC Keyboard Controls/Hotkeys Proper District placement in Civilization 6 is extremely important, as
adjacency bonuses can have a huge impact on how much players benefit from their Districts. The World Ranking tells you how many tourists you must attract from abroad in order to win. Religion is pretty powerful in Civ 6 , even marking a new victory condition ( read our Religious Victory guide here ). Build it next to mines and quarries for big
production bonuses. The Neighborhood doesn’t have any adjacency bonuses, so place it anywhere that looks good. But depending on how you structure your pantheon and religion (and you should absolutely try to nab a religion), you can use faith to pay for anything from granaries and ancient walls, to specialist buildings, to land units, making the
generation of faith a critical path to success.Replaced by Lavra (Russia)Unlocks with Technology: Astrology+1 Great Prophet point per turn+2 Faith from each adjacent natural wonder+1 Faith from each adjacent Mountain on Plains, Desert, Tundra or Snow tiles+1 Faith from every 2 adjacent Woods tiles+1 Faith from every 2 adjacent district
tiles+2 Faith per citizenDomestic trade yield: +1 FoodInternational trade yield: +1 FaithBuildingsShrineAllows the purchasing of Missionaries with Faith+2 Faith+1 Citizen slot+1 Great Prophet point per turnMaintenance Cost: 1 goldTempleAllows the purchasing of Apostles with FaithReplaced by Stave Church (Norway)Requires: ShrineUnlocks
with Civic: Theology+4 Faith+1 Citizen slot+1 Citizen slot+1 Great Prophet point per turn+1 Relic slotMaintenance cost: 2 goldUnlocked by Religious Beliefs (use an Apostle to Evangelize Belief and select one for your religion)Cathedral+3 Faith+1 Citizen slot+1 Great Work of Religious Art slotGurdwara+3 Faith+2 Food+1 Citizen slotMeeting
House+3 Faith+2 Production+1 Citizen slotMosquePagoda+3 Faith+1 Housing+1 Citizen slotSynagogueWat+3 Faith+2 Science+1 Citizen slotIndustrial ZoneThe industrial zone is key to almost any successful strategy, as it increases your city’s production and therefore lets you get more done in less time. Alternatively, they could complete the
triangle with a Theater Square, Harbor, Commercial Hub, or Industrial Zone to give one of those Districts the additional adjacency bonus and go on from there. If a district is available to be constructed, it will appear on the menu on the right hand side of the screen. This lens will also show you which tiles are unavailable, as some districts have very
specific build requirements (for example, the Encampment cannot be built adjacent to a City Center). One thing that is not made immediately clear by this Civ 6 Districts chart is that the Theater Square, Harbor, Commercial Hub, and Industrial Zone all receive +1 adjacency bonuses when next to two other Districts. By unlocking a bonus trade route
and providing plentiful gold bonuses, you can harness the power of the sea to make your civilization richer and more productive.
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